
2019 WSDT Judge Packet 
 

This packet contains critical information for the success of the WSDT.  Please keep it and 

reference it during the tournament.   

 

Contacting the Tabroom 

If there is an issue with a missing team, etc, dial 31328 from the classroom phone. Operators 

will be standing by to assist you. 

 

Ballots 

If you are balloting online, you do not need to pick up a paper ballot; you should go immediately 

to your room after receiving your assignment.  If you are using a paper ballot, pick it up in the 

East Library.  There will not be speed ballots or ballot labels. 

 

No matter what, you must submit a complete ballot with comments for each speaker and a 

complete RFD (reason for decision).  Writing “oral critique” is not acceptable. This is going to be 

a point of particular focus for the tab staff.  You will be required to add to an incomplete ballot. 

 

Postings 

Schematics will be posted in the East and West Cafeterias as well as upstairs outside of room 

P55.   

 

Start Time 

The start time will be clearly marked on the schedule.  It is not flexible.  By the start time, you 

need to not only be in the room ready to judge, any pre-round comments to the students must 

be completed, coin toss, etc..  If you are late for a round, your school may receive a fine.  More 

importantly, you will hold up the tournament.  Your priority must be judging the round you’ve 

been assigned, not coaching your students.  Tab Staff will be in the hallways to assist you and 

the debaters in finding your room and starting on time. 

 

Off Rounds 

If you are not selected to judge a round, you need to remain in the East Cafeteria.  If we have to 

replace a judge, there are very specific procedures followed to determine the replacement.  If 

we need you and can’t find you, it delays the tournament and may lead to a fine to your school.  

Under no circumstances may you go to watch a round you are not judging, even in a different 

division.   

 

Lunch and Hospitality 

Hopefully, your school provided you with lunch tickets for Saturday and Sunday.  You can get 

your food in the West Cafeteria.  Feel free to bring it back to the judge’s lounge.  Some other 

hospitality will be available throughout the weekend for you there as well. 

 

Obligations 

All judges are obligated two full elimination rounds (not partial) beyond their school’s elimination.  

For example, if your school has a debater in the quarterfinals, you are obligated through the 

final round. Elim rounds will utilize panels of 3 judges with a panel of 5 judges in the final round. 

 

Judging Standards and Ethics 

The Adjudicator Guidelines are included in this packet.  Please read and follow them.   



 

A copy of the procedures for Evidence Violations is also included.  Please study that document. 

In the event of a formal allegation, follow the steps outlined for you.  These procedures are not 

optional. 

 

In accordance with the standing rules, paperless teams must share only evidence they 

reasonably plan to read during a speech.  Flashing an entire file constitutes a violation of our 

evidence guidelines.  If a team makes that allegation, you must follow the procedures outlined in 

the rules.  Teams are allowed to be online to share evidence they read or verify a source. 

Assistance beyond this is not allowed. 

 

Conflicts not already disclosed that lead to your removal from an assigned round may lead to a 

fine to your school.   A conflict is something that prevents a judge for impartially judging the 

round.  The conflicts must be disclosed before preferences open to the tournament director. 

 

 

Post Round Comments 

Following the round, submit your ballot first, before any comments you may wish to offer the 

debaters.  If you do offer feedback following the round, please keep those comments brief (2-3 

minutes).  Don’t be the judge who keeps students from lunch or delays the tournament with a 

lengthy oral critique following the round.  Use your ballot as the strong tool for feedback and 

education that it is.  

 

PF and LD 

In rounds 1-5, rounds are double flighted.  That means you will judge 2 rounds back to back, 

Flight A and Flight B.  Be absolutely certain you have the right 2 teams debating in front of you.  

If you have one team from Flight A and the other from Flight B, you will wreak massive havoc on 

the tournament.  

 

Submit/return your ballot to the tabroom or a runner between flights so the tabroom can tabulate 

your ballot.  Tab staff should be in the hallway near your room to assist you between flights. 

 

The PF and LD judging pools are separate.  You will only be assigned rounds in the division you 

are assigned to. 

 

Prep time in PF is 2 minutes.  Prep time in LD is 4 minutes.  Debaters may use prep time at 

their discretion before any of their speeches.  

 

Policy 

Prep time is 5 minutes in NCX and 8 Minutes in VCX, by rule. This is not open to alteration. 

 

The policy judging pools will remain separate.  Judges will not be assigned to a different 

division. 

 

Policy judges must submit their ballot within 2 hours of the posted start time of the round.  This 

should provide ample time for completing your ballot and offering any feedback to the debaters. 

 

ADJUDICATOR GUIDELINES  



(1) At all WDCA sanctioned events including the Wisconsin State Debate Tournament, the 

following expectations will be met in addition to those detailed within the Bylaws and Standing 

Rules of the WDCA.  

A. Any judge who finds him/herself in a conflict of interest including, but not limited to, 

judging a student from a school with which the judge is affiliated, shall notify the tournament 

director immediately.   

B. A judge shall neither shorten rounds nor render a decision on the ballot until the 

completion of the round. The judge shall listen to the entire round in a fair and impartial manner 

before making a decision.  

C. The judge should decide the round based upon the arguments presented in the round 

and not upon his or her personal beliefs or biases.  

D. The review of evidence by a judge is not allowed unless there is a dispute by the 

opposition regarding the meaning, context, or validity of the evidence, or suspicion by the judge 

of falsification.  

E. A judge is expected to adapt expectations and award speaker points appropriate to 

the level of debate being judged. A judge should not give speaker points lower than 20 in policy 

debate and below the respective minimums for Lincoln Douglas and Public Forum.  

F. A judge shall fill out the ballot completely. Comments for individual speakers and a 

written justification for the decision shall be provided. Comments on ballots are to be instructive 

and constructive. The school of any judge that does not provide a written justification for 

decisions, as prescribed by the Tournament Director, will be required to pay $15 to the WDCA 

Scholarship Fund for each round where no written justification was provided. The first notice 

would be sent by the tournament host to the coach of said school. Failure to respond and remit 

payment within one month will result in a letter being sent to the school’s principal by the WDCA 

President. Repeated violations could result in disqualification from WDCA sponsored 

tournaments by Executive Committee decision.  

G. While oral critiques may be of educational value, lengthy oral critiques are 

unacceptable. A judge should, therefore, fully communicate his or her decision on the ballot and 

allow the tournament to proceed as close to the scheduled time as possible.  

H. The WDCA does not recognize “Games Playing” as a legitimate and educational 

paradigm by which a debate round may or should be judged. A judge may not, therefore, 

employ a “games player” paradigm to render his or her decision.  

I. Observers are allowed unless one of the teams objects. A coach of one of the teams 

may always observe. Active participants cannot observe a round in their division.  

J. No high school student may be used to judge any round at the Wisconsin State 

Debate Tournament nor at any WDCA sanctioned tournament.  

K. If while judging a round, the judge leaves to go and confer with his or her team, the 

team conferred with takes a loss. Any judge who leaves a round for any other, non-emergency 

reason shall be fined $20 per round. 

L. Debaters shall not leave a debate round for any non-emergency reason or else they 

shall forfeit the round.  

M. Novice limited topics and a no kritik rule are in effect for all WDCA sanctioned events 

throughout the entire season including the Wisconsin State Debate Tournament. 

 

 

  



Evidence Violation Procedures 
 
Evidence read in a round must be available to the opposing team and judge to verify its 
content, accuracy, etc.  Debaters must, at a minimum, read the author and date when 
introducing evidence but must have a complete citation available upon request.  From time 
to time, debaters might make an allegation of a violation of the WDCA evidence guidelines.  
This guide’s purpose is to help the judge navigate those allegations in accordance with the 
WDCA Standing Rules.  Judges, coaches, and debaters are encouraged to read the entire 
rule at WDCA.org. 
 
The team making the allegation needs to identify which type of violation they are alleging 
(distortion, non existent evidence, clipping, straw argument).  Judges are permitted to list the 
types of allegations. 

a. Distortion occurs when the evidence contains added and/or deleted words that 
substantially alter the original conclusions of the author(s).   

b. Non-existent evidence is one or more of the following: 
i. The debater citing the evidence is unable to produce it when requested 

by the opposing team, judge, or tournament official. 
ii. The source provided does not contain the evidence cited. 
iii. The evidence is referenced parenthetically but lacks an original source to 

verify the information. This happens frequently in LD and PF where a 
debater paraphrases evidence without reading a direct quote. 

iv. The debater has the original source but refuses to provide it to their 
opponent, the judge, or a tournament official, in a timely fashion. 

v. The debater fails to present a full citation when requested. 
c. Clipping. When a debater claims to have read more of a piece of evidence than 

was actually read in the round. 
d. Straw Argument. Intentionally reading evidence that argues a position that the 

primary author(s) presents for the purpose of refuting it, while, in fact, advocating 
for a different position.  

 

Here are the procedures to follow: (A flow chart to help is on the back) 

 

When a team makes an allegation, stop and ask them if they are making a formal allegation 

(Yes, you get to talk to the team).  If they say they are, stop the round.  There won’t be any 

more speeches.  Listen to the allegation and be certain you know which piece of evidence is in 

question and what kind of allegation is being alleged.  If they aren’t, evaluate their assessment 

of the evidence the same way you evaluate any other argument in the round.   

 

 

Evaluate the allegation.  It’s your job to either uphold the allegation or not.  If you uphold the 

allegation, the accusing team wins the round.  If you do not up hold the allegation the accused 

team wins the round.   Tell the debaters your decision and come to the tabroom and tell them 

about the allegation and your decision.  If you are balloting online, don’t complete your ballot.  

The tab staff will do that. You and/or the debaters are allowed to go online to check an online 

source, e.g. a web page without making a formal allegation.  



 

 

A team makes 

an allegation  

Stop and ask the debater: 

Is this a formal allegation? 

No.  Continue 

and evaluate 

as you would 

any other 

argument. 

 

Yes.  

 STOP THE 

ROUND! 

Evaluate the allegation and 

decide if it’s valid or not.   

Types of violations are listed 

above. 

The winner of the allegation 

wins the round.  Inform the 

teams of your decision.  

DON’T enter an online ballot 

Go to the tabroom and tell them 

about the allegation.  Stay 

nearby in case there are 

questions for you. 

 


